
How My Average Child Got Accepted - A
Parent's Journey
As a parent, it's natural to want the best for our children. We want them to
succeed academically and have every opportunity for a bright future. But what
happens when our child is not at the top of their class? Can they still get accepted
into prestigious educational institutions? In this article, I will share the remarkable
journey of how my average child got accepted into the school of their dreams.

The Challenging Path

From an early age, it was evident that my child did not excel in academics. Their
grades were average, and they seemed to struggle with certain subjects. As a
parent, it was disheartening to see them struggle while their peers seemed to
effortlessly climb the academic ladder.

But I refused to accept that my child's mediocrity in school would determine their
future. I believed in their unique abilities and knew that they had potential beyond
what their report card reflected.
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Discovering Their Passion

Instead of solely focusing on improving their grades, I wanted to uncover my
child's true passions. I encouraged them to explore various extracurricular
activities and hobbies. It was through this exploration that we discovered their
love for art and creativity.

I enrolled my child in art classes and provided them with the necessary tools and
resources to nurture their talent. Not only did this enable them to spend time
doing something they genuinely enjoyed, but it also boosted their self-confidence
and allowed them to express their individuality.

Building a Unique Portfolio

While their academic achievements were average, my child's dedication to art
shone through. We encouraged them to participate in local art competitions,
display their artwork at fairs, and even took art-focused vacations to gather
inspiration.

All these experiences and their consistent efforts allowed my child to build an
impressive portfolio. Their artworks demonstrated not only their artistic skills but
also their commitment, growth, and dedication to their passion.

Personal Statements and Recommendations

As we prepared to apply to various educational institutions, we focused on
highlighting my child's journey and unique attributes through their personal
statements and recommendations.
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Instead of hiding their academic average, we used it as an opportunity to
showcase their resilience, determination, and ability to balance their commitment
to art with their academic responsibilities.

We reached out to influential people who had witnessed their growth, including
art teachers, mentors, and community leaders. Their recommendations
emphasized my child's creative potential, work ethic, and passion for art.

Visiting the Dream School

During the application process, we made sure to visit the school my child
dreamed of attending. This allowed them to experience the atmosphere, interact
with current students, and gain a deeper understanding of the institution's values.

We scheduled meetings with faculty members, toured the art facilities, and
participated in art workshops. These visits not only strengthened my child's
connection to the school but also provided additional opportunities to
demonstrate their dedication to their craft.

Results beyond Expectation

Despite their average academic performance, my child received acceptance
letters from multiple prestigious institutions – including the dream school they had
visited. It was an incredibly proud moment for both my child and our entire family.

The admissions committees recognized the potential, growth, and unique
qualities that my child possessed through their artistic pursuits. They saw beyond
the average grades and acknowledged the commitment, dedication, and passion
that had driven my child.

The Lesson Learned



This journey taught us a valuable lesson – that individuality and passion can
triumph over academic rankings. It reinforced our belief that every child has
strengths and talents that extend beyond the conventional measures of success.

While grades are important, they do not define a person's entire worth. It is
crucial for parents and educators to encourage children to explore their passions,
celebrate their uniqueness, and pursue their dreams, even if they do not conform
to societal expectations.

So, if you find yourself worried about your average child's prospects of getting
accepted into their dream school, remember that their journey is just beginning.
Nurture their passions, guide them through challenges, and believe in their
potential – because their dreams are within reach.
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A father explains the methods his son used to gain admission to the Ivy League.
He explains how a normal kid from a normal high school gained acceptance to
both Harvard and Princeton without having perfect grades and test scores.
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